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INNOVATION SUMMIT SERIES 
29 JUNE 2020 

• Purpose
• Build understanding of critical considerations when 

developing proposals: Focus on collaboration and Army 
impact

• Agenda
• Proposing the Cycle 2 Follow-On Effort – Overview and 

Considerations
• Science to Capability - Introduction to Army Concepts
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Funded STRONG Cycle 2 
Seedlings – eligible to pitch 
STRONG follow-on efforts this 
summer (August 3-7)
- Up to 3-year extension option
- Up to 500K

WHO?

ARL Researchers – eligible for funding under HRED’s Basic Research Challenge 
(released May 13, 2020) & other internal funding mechanisms 

All External Researchers – Multiple mechanisms
• STRONG Cycle 3 Seedling (open call comes out each fall); 
• Collaboration under efforts proposed by funded Cycle 2 Seedlings; 
• Other funding mechanisms (primarily early applied 6.2 funding in HRED)
• Army Research Office programs
• DoD S&T Enterprise

Funded STRONG Cycle 1 Follow-
Ons – Cooperative Agreements 
include funding into FY23 
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27 JULY: Submit Intent to Lead a Proposed Follow-on Effort

3 AUG (by noon EDT): 2-Page White Papers Due

4 AUG – 6 AUG: Virtual Demonstrations (exact times TBD)

14 AUG (no later than): Decision-Maker Requests Full Proposals from 
2-3 Proposed Efforts

+ 30 DAYS AFTER REQUEST: Full Proposal Due

STRONG CYCLE 2 FOLLOW-ON PITCH

TIMELINE
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Framework for 2-Page White Paper: 
Heilmeier Catechism 

What are you trying to do? (Articulate your overall objective using absolutely 
no jargon) 
How is it done today, and what are the limits of current practice? 
What is new in your approach and why do you think it will be 
successful? (Include your approach to science and collaboration)
Who cares? If you are successful, what difference will it make? (Clearly 
explain the technical impact)
What are the risks? 
How much will it cost? 
How long will it take? 
What are the mid-term and final “exams” to check for success? (Specific 
objectives for each year of the effort with quantitative metrics)

STRONG CYCLE 2 FOLLOW-ON PITCH
TO BE EVALUATED AUGUST 3-7
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Scientific/Technical Merit:
- Overall scientific and technical merit, creativity, innovation, and flexibility of the 

proposed research in light of the current state-of-the-art of STRONG-relevant scientific 
topics

- STRONG Cycle 2: Foundational research toward demonstrating valid model(s) of 
human-agent team performance incorporating individual human and agent 
dynamics and emergent team behaviors.

- Expected outcomes based on the timeline of execution

Potential for the proposed science to serve as a building block for the future topics of 
the STRONG program: Evaluation of this factor will concentrate on the application of the 
research as a building block for the STRONG program goals, long-term relevance of the 
proposed research for the STRONG program and the Army, and the likelihood that the 
proposed research will address scientific challenges and research barriers facing the Army 
and commercial sectors.

Collaboration: Evaluation of this factor will include the synergistic value of the 
collaborations among researchers and government scientists, as well as approaches to 
data/coding/model sharing and transition of products that create collaborative potential 
amongst government, academic, and industry partners.

STRONG CYCLE 2 FOLLOW-ON PITCH
TO BE EVALUATED AUGUST 3-7

CRITERIA
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COLLABORATION
Two or more people working together 

towards shared goals

vs.
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COLLABORATION AMONGST 
EXTERNAL PARTNERS

It is the Government’s hope that collaboration among and between STRONG
awardees will result in proposed follow-on efforts that incorporate scientific aims
accomplished across/by multiple universities.

COLLABORATION CAN TAKE MULTIPLE FORMS  
• Multiple STRONG seedling awardees can come together and submit one

proposal with one STRONG seedling awardee designated as the lead and the
other STRONG seedling awardees as subawardees. For those STRONG awardees
being considered for a follow-on effort as a subawardee, their respective seedling CA
will end at the conclusion of the base award.

• Subawardees can be included in multiple follow-on efforts, supporting multiple
STRONG awardees as long as these subawardees can accomplish the proposed work
if more than one/all follow-on efforts are funded.

• Multiple proposals can be collaboratively linked in strategic ways, but must stand
alone (funding and execution of one must not be contingent upon the other)

• STRONG seedling awardees leading a follow-on proposal may bring in other critical
collaborators that do not currently have funding under STRONG

Note: Total funding for external collaborators funded through a follow-on effort is 500K per year (1.5M total for 3 years).
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As part of the seedling effort, STRONG awardees can collaborate with
Government scientists within the scope of their seedling CA. We expect the
follow-on efforts to develop from these collaborative discussions.

• Government scientists and STRONG Seedling awardees can brainstorm
collaboratively to develop symbiotic proposed efforts.
• To develop collaborative follow-on proposed efforts, ARL and STRONG Seedlings

need to be talking about research ideas, specific aims and hypotheses, data
collection, analysis, etc. and how interests intersect to form a collaborative concept

• Should be a collaborative discussions within the scope of the seedling award, NOT
ARL employees telling performers what they should/should not propose

• Government scientists cannot contribute directly to the development of
STRONG awardees’ follow-on proposal (cannot participate in the drafting of
any proposal or participate in ‘pitch’).

• Government scientists will propose their own parallel/interdependent
efforts to be funded separately from the STRONG awardees.
• ALL collaboration with government does not need to be through an HRED Basic

Research Challenge Proposal. Some government employees are already leading
research efforts / funded to conduct research that may incorporate new collaborative
ideas and aims in conjunction with external STRONG awardees.

COLLABORATION WITH 
GOVERNMENT SCIENTISTS

Note: ARL researchers engaged in collaborative discussions ARE NOT on the evaluation/selection panel for follow-on efforts
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Scientific/Technical Merit:
- Overall scientific and technical merit, creativity, innovation, and flexibility of the 

proposed research in light of the current state-of-the-art of STRONG-relevant scientific 
topics

- STRONG Cycle 2: Foundational research toward demonstrating valid model(s) of 
human-agent team performance incorporating individual human and agent 
dynamics and emergent team behaviors.

- Expected outcomes based on the timeline of execution

Potential for the proposed science to serve as a building block for the future topics of 
the STRONG program: Evaluation of this factor will concentrate on the application of the 
research as a building block for the STRONG program goals, long-term relevance of the 
proposed research for the STRONG program and the Army, and the likelihood that the 
proposed research will address scientific challenges and research barriers facing the Army 
and commercial sectors.

Collaboration: Evaluation of this factor will include the synergistic value of the 
collaborations among researchers and government scientists, as well as approaches to 
data/coding/model sharing and transition of products that create collaborative potential 
amongst government, academic, and industry partners.

STRONG CYCLE 2 FOLLOW-ON PITCH
TO BE EVALUATED AUGUST 3-7

CRITERIA
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CCDC ARMY RESEARCH LABORATORY MISSION

Operationalizing Science for Transformational Overmatch

Disruptive
Foundational 

Research 
leading to 
U.S. Army

modernization

Army’s 
primary 

collaborative     
link to the
World-Wide 
Scientific 

Community

Shape 
Future 

Concepts 
and inform the 

future operating 
environment

Possess, create, and apply 
leading niche and cross-

cutting competencies

Build talent in new areas 
for the modernized 

Army Team

• Discoveries to create and prevent overmatch
• Focus on Army priorities
• Essential Research Programs

• Science-to-capability 
hypotheses and 
learning opportunities

• Teaming with FCC

• Army Research Office
• Open Campus
• Collaborative 

Mechanisms 
• Personnel Exchanges
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Why does it matter to you?
• Proposals are going against funding that ARL has promised will be used to 

meet certain Army objectives.
• It is our (ARL’s) job to select projects that will contribute toward those 

objectives. Make our jobs easier by thinking about those connections!
• Your collaborators in ARL need to be able to explain how their work 

contributes toward ARL objectives.
• Once you understand the process, you can help to shape the future.

More directly, understanding how the Army identifies research needs:
• Gets your research funded
• Gets your collaborators funded
• Sets the Army on the right track (to fund your future research)

SHAPING FUTURE CONCEPTS

How does the Army decide what research it wants or needs?
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What is a “concept”?
• It is a published document describing a vision of the future* of some aspect 

of how the Army will operate.
• Examples:

• Fires
• Movement and Maneuver
• Mission Command

• Current functional concepts documents are available on the web. 
URL: https://adminpubs.tradoc.army.mil/pamphlets.html

• On 30 June and 9 July, we’ll have sessions that provide more information 
regarding the contents of the concepts.

ARMY FUNCTIONAL CONCEPTS
DESCRIBE SCIENCE THE ARMY NEEDS
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THEY REALLY ARE JUST ON THE WEB
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How is a concept structured?
• Front matter isn’t too important for you.
• Main text is a narrative explaining how the Army will operate in the future.

• You can skim this. It provides explanation and context for why the Army 
thinks it needs particular capabilities in the future.

Appendices are where it’s at!
– Appendix B describes required capabilities (RCs). 

• This is a list with brief descriptions of capabilities the Army will require.
• These are short on detail, so you might need to refer back to main text for context.

– Appendix C describes science and technology objectives that are 
expected to achieve or support specific required capabilities.

• These address specific required capabilities.
• Currently heterogeneity in these items.
• AFC is overhauling concepts and how they are written

ARMY FUNCTIONAL CONCEPTS
DESCRIBE SCIENCE THE ARMY NEEDS
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S&T Objectives Statements have a specific structure
• Noun phrase to describe the research topic
• First sentence is a colloquial statement about the core 

advancement/capability needed in the Future environment. 
• Second sentence contains technical content about research being 

executed to overcome particular challenges 
• content here should enable a google scholar search to find key 

publications. 
• Third sentence links back to the noun phrases and core ideas in the 

Required Capability statement that the research will specifically address.

APPENDIX C SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES HAVE A 
DEFINED STRUCTURE
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• Noun phrase 
• Colloquial statement about the core advancement

• Technical content 
• Links back to the noun phrases and core ideas in the Required Capability.

A STRONG-RELEVANT EXAMPLE
MID-TERM IMPACT 
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• Noun phrase 
• Colloquial statement about the core advancement

• Technical content 
• Links back to the noun phrases and core ideas in the Required Capability.

ANOTHER STRONG-RELEVANT EXAMPLE
FAR-TERM IMPACT
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Here are some required capabilities statements from existing functional concepts.
Select one of them (or any other Required Capability from a concept).
Write an Appendix C-style S&T objective addressing it.
The objective could describe work you are doing or would like to do.

Movement and Maneuver:
(2) Future maneuver forces require the capability to integrate and team air and ground manned and 
unmanned systems capabilities during cross-domain maneuver to seize and control terrain, including 
subterranean, destroy enemy forces, and protect populations, infrastructure and activities. (AFC-MM: 3-
4.g.,h., 3-5.b.(2), (3), 3-5.e.(2)

Fires:
(7) Future fires forces require persistent sensor-to-shooter linkages at every echelon across the range of 
military operations to deliver responsive fires (3-7.e.).

Mission Command:
(4) Pervasive knowledge management to create shared understanding and create cognitive overmatch. 
Future Army forces require the ability to manage knowledge to accelerate learning, facilitate collaboration, 
create shared understanding, and enable decision making during joint combined arms operations (AFC-MC: 
3-4.c.(6); AOC: 3-3.c.; and ACC: B-1.g.).

A TOTALLY OPTIONAL, BUT
POSSIBLY USEFUL EXERCISE…
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WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO DO?
• A dramatic uptick in the rate of operationally disruptive change envisioned for the future 

operating environment requires Soldier-systems to adapt together. 
• We must increase the speed in which teams of Soldiers and intelligent agents evolve to meet 

future mission demands in complex environments. 
• This program enhances teamwork in complex, human-autonomy teams through the discovery 

of individualized and adaptive approaches to optimize human-intelligent agent team 
behaviors with improved performance over time.

• Permits new team capabilities formed in the field
• Rapid adaptability to novel mission challenges 

with lower Soldier burden
• Reconfigurable teams for                                                                                             

mission-specific capabilities
• Rapid team member replacement necessary                                                                                            

for injury or degradation

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? WHAT DIFFERENCE WILL IT MAKE?
• Decreased time to field new technologies creates a constant need to effectively integrate and 

upgrade technologies into existing technological ecosystems. The U.S. Army and their allies 
must have the capability to rapidly adapt in response to adversarial technological evolution, 
as well as, that of our own and our partner’s forces.

• Static or slowly evolving Soldier-intelligent agent teams will be incapable of meeting 
emerging mission requirements in the highly dynamic and complex operational environment

STRONG PROGRAM IN ARMY CONTEXT
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A (NON-EXHAUSTIVE) LIST OF RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS…
1. How does this project advance understanding how individual dynamics influence the emergent 

properties in human-agent teams?
• Does the research lead to or test models bridging dynamic, continuous individual and group 

attributes, emergent behaviors, and team performance?
• Does the research enable or develop means of predicting and leveraging individual performance 

variation for improved overall team performance?

2. What risks are involved? How does this align with the Army focus on high risk, high return?
• Technical risk? Scientific risk?

3. What are the potential uses that may evolve from the scientific results of your project?  What tools 
(algorithms, metrics, devices, methods) can be built based on the research? Can we envision a 
transition path for the research?

4. What is the potential for disruption? How will this lead to transformational overmatch for the Army?
5. Why is this particular research not suitable for funding from agencies like the NIH or NSF? How is 

this better suited for addressing the mission of the Army science and technology community?

6. What do you believe are the key, defining elements of meaningful collaboration?
• What metrics would demonstrate and validate the amount and quality of collaboration?

7. How would or could you extend this project given additional resources and/or expertise from 
another team/space/location outside of the proposal team?

• What additional expertise would enable broader impact of your research outcomes?
• What scientific or technical gaps could you address with complementary knowledge, skills, abilities 

from other groups?

STRONG CYCLE 2 FOLLOW-ON PITCH
TO BE EVALUATED AUGUST 3-7
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INNOVATION SUMMIT SERIES 
30 JUNE 2020 

• Purpose
• Build understanding of critical considerations when 

developing proposals: Focus on the Army’s Future 
Operating Concept

• Agenda
• Proposing the Cycle 2 Follow-On Effort – Review of 

Considerations and the Heilmeier Catechism
• Science to Capability – Army’s Future Operating Concept of 

Multi-Domain Operations
• Reflection and Brainstorm – Breakout Discussions 
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WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO DO?
• A dramatic uptick in the rate of operationally disruptive change envisioned for the future 

operating environment requires Soldier-systems to adapt together. 
• We must increase the speed in which teams of Soldiers and intelligent agents evolve to meet 

future mission demands in complex environments. 
• This program enhances teamwork in complex, human-autonomy teams through the discovery 

of individualized and adaptive approaches to optimize human-intelligent agent team 
behaviors with improved performance over time.

• Permits new team capabilities formed in the field
• Rapid adaptability to novel mission challenges 

with lower Soldier burden
• Reconfigurable teams for                                                                                                     

mission-specific capabilities
• Rapid team member replacement necessary                                                                                            

for injury or degradation

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? WHAT DIFFERENCE WILL IT MAKE?
• Decreased time to field new technologies creates a constant need to effectively integrate and 

upgrade technologies into existing technological ecosystems. The U.S. Army and their allies 
must have the capability to rapidly adapt in response to adversarial technological evolution, 
as well as, that of our own and our partner’s forces.

• Static or slowly evolving Soldier-intelligent agent teams will be incapable of meeting 
emerging mission requirements in the highly dynamic and complex operational environment

STRONG PROGRAM IN ARMY CONTEXT
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A (NON-EXHAUSTIVE) LIST OF 
RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS…

1. How does this project advance understanding how individual dynamics influence the emergent 
properties in human-agent teams?

• Does the research lead to or test models bridging dynamic, continuous individual and group 
attributes, emergent behaviors, and team performance?

• Does the research enable or develop means of predicting and leveraging individual performance 
variation for improved overall team performance?

2. What risks are involved? How does this align with the Army focus on high risk, high return?
• Technical risk? Scientific risk?

3. What are the potential uses that may evolve from the scientific results of your project?  What tools 
(algorithms, metrics, devices, methods) can be built based on the research? Can we envision a 
transition path for the research?

4. What is the potential for disruption? How will this lead to transformational overmatch for the Army?
5. Why is this particular research not suitable for funding from agencies like the NIH or NSF? How is 

this better suited for addressing the mission of the Army science and technology community?

6. What do you believe are the key, defining elements of meaningful collaboration?
• What metrics would demonstrate and validate the amount and quality of collaboration?

7. How would or could you extend this project given additional resources and/or expertise from 
another team/space/location outside of the proposal team?

• What additional expertise would enable broader impact of your research outcomes?
• What scientific or technical gaps could you address with complementary knowledge, skills, abilities 

from other groups?
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What are you trying to do? (Articulate your overall objective using 
absolutely no jargon) 

How is it done today, and what are the limits of current practice? 
What is new in your approach and why do you think it will be 

successful? (Include your approach to science and collaboration)

Who cares? If you are successful, what difference will it make? 
(Clearly explain the technical impact)

What are the risks? 
How much will it cost? 
How long will it take? 
What are the mid-term and final “exams” to check for success?

(Specific objectives for each year of the effort with quantitative 
metrics)

FRAMEWORK FOR DESCRIBING RESEARCH: 
HEILMEIER CATECHISM 
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• 6.1 basic research focused on far-term goals and impact 
within the Army (2030+)
• STRONG program aiming toward far-reaching, long-term goals (shaping 

future concepts)
• High-risk, high reward research

• Creating and exploiting scientific knowledge for
Transformational Overmatch
• Integrated, “team of teams” approach for traditional transition pathways
• Exploration of novel transition pathways 

MID- AND FAR-TERM IMPACT



THE U.S. ARMY IN MULTI-DOMAIN OPERATIONS

2028

Base v7, 20 MAY 2019
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WHAT’S OUR ROLE?

as of: 20190626

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

Ambitious, well-executed research and development is necessary to 
satisfy the aims of MDO and ensure the overmatch of the US Military 
in future conflicts. Ongoing research will also inform the development 
of future concepts, which will be updated regularly and in conjunction 
with Army researchers.

 Convergence (Research)
 HAT Alignment
 IGNITE
 Convergence (Concept)

“…enable ARL researchers to develop efforts aligned to MDO 
gaps, and express their work as MDO capabilities using the words 
Soldiers expect and understand.” 
- ARL Director’s Weekly Message on February 28, 2020
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The U.S. Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028

ARMY CONCEPT FRAMEWORK
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as of: 20190626
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Fires
• Mutual Human-AI Adaptation
• Rapidly Reconfigurable Soldier-AI Teams
• Intelligent Adaptable Human-AI Target 

Acquisition
• Human-Guided AI Asset Coordination 

Capabilities
• Shared Human-AI Awareness
• Non-Technical User Trained AI
• AI-Inferred Soldier Intentions and Needs
• Enabling Soldier-AI technology adaptation 

(Training)
• Soldiers Capable of Adaptation to Volatile 

Technology-Induced Change
• Soldier Cognition-Centric Interface 

Technologies
• Neuro-Derived AI for Spatial Reasoning

Maneuver
• Ecosystem for Evolving Human-AI 

Partnerships
• Predicting Human-AI Resilience and 

Robustness
• Intelligent Adaptable Human-AI Target 

Acquisition
• Human-Guided AI Asset Coordination 

Capabilities
• Shared Human-AI Awareness
• Mutual Human-AI Adaptation
• Rapidly Reconfigurable Soldier-AI Teams
• Human-Guided AI Across Product 

Development
• Non-Technical User Trained AI
• AI-Inferred Human Long-Timescale 

Processes
• Preparing People for Volatile Technology-

Induced Change
• Human Cognition-Informed AI Integration
• Tactical Awareness via Collective Knowledge
• Neuro-Derived AI for Spatial Reasoning

WHAT’S OUR ROLE?
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The current strategic environment is typified by a 
state of continuous competition by Great Powers

Problem: Near-peer states pose three challenges:
– Challenge in all domains (tactical)

– Employ multiple layers of Stand-off (operational)
– Leverage competition space (strategic)
to achieve operational and strategic objectives

Solution: The U.S. Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028 
concept describes how the Army will reconcile these challenges:

– compete below threshold of armed conflict
– penetrate and dis-integrate enemy stand-off

– exploit the resultant freedom of maneuver 
– return to competition on favorable terms

as of: 20190926

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

MULTI-DOMAIN OPERATIONS
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as of: 20190626
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“The strategic environment (SE) is defined… as 
the set of global conditions, circumstances, and 
influences that affect the employment of all 
elements of U.S. national power. The SE contains 
multiple potential operational environments 
(OEs), which are defined as any areas in which 
U.S. forces may operate, from a locale as small 
as a village to entire regions of the globe.” 
- Operational Environments to 2028: The 
Strategic Environment for Unified Land 
Operations (2012)

The Joint Operating Environment 2035 (JOE 
2035) “… does not predict the future... Instead, it 
develops a range of possibilities about future 
conflict by re-imagining the set of factors and 
circumstances shaping the future security 
environment... It does not replace specific 
planning scenarios, but is a backdrop for a range 
of joint force development activities across the 
Department of Defense.”
- Joint Operating Environment 2035 (2016)

Four trends shape the emerging 
operational environment (OE):
 U.S. contested in all 

domains, the electromagnetic 
spectrum, and the 
information environment;

 Smaller armies fight on an 
expanded battlefield that is 
increasingly lethal and 
hyperactive;

 Nation-states have difficulty 
imposing their will within a 
complex environment; and 

 Near-peer states more 
readily compete below armed 
conflict

OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
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MULTI-DOMAIN OPERATIONS FRAMEWORK
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The Problem:  “Stand-off”
UNCLASSIFIED
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Threats Create  “Stand-off”
UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
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as of: 20190926
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Army forces, as an element of the Joint Force, conduct Multi-Domain 
Operations to prevail in competition; when necessary, Army forces 
penetrate and dis-integrate enemy anti-access and area denial systems 
and exploit the resultant freedom of maneuver to achieve strategic 
objectives (win) and force a return to competition on favorable terms.

Current Options

 Do nothing and concede competitor actions and 
readjust strategic objectives 

 Win a protracted conflict by regaining the 
operational initiative and defeating enemy forces

MDO Capable Force 2028/2035 Options

 Do nothing and concede competitor actions and 
readjust strategic objectives 

 Expand the competitive space on favorable terms 
to deter enemy aggression (preferred method)

 Respond quickly to deny a fait accompli attack  
and achieve an operational position of advantage

 Win a protracted conflict by regaining the 
operational initiative and defeating enemy forces

CENTRAL IDEA
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as of: 20190926
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1. How does the Joint Force compete to enable the defeat of an adversary’s 
operations to destabilize the region, deter the escalation of violence, and, should 
violence escalate, enable a rapid transition to armed conflict?

2. How does the Joint Force penetrate enemy anti-access and area denial 
systems throughout the depth of the Support Areas to enable strategic and 
operational maneuver?

3. How does the Joint Force dis-integrate enemy anti-access and area denial 
systems in the Deep Areas to enable operational and tactical maneuver?

4. How does the Joint Force exploit the resulting freedom of maneuver to achieve 
operational and strategic objectives through the defeat of the enemy in the Close 
and Deep Maneuver Areas?

5. How does the Joint Force re-compete to consolidate gains and produce 
sustainable outcomes, set conditions for long-term deterrence, and adapt to the 
new security environment?

MULTI-DOMAIN OPERATIONS PROBLEMS
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as of: 20190926

- Enable defeat of information and unconventional warfare
- Conduct operational prep of the environment & counter adversary recon
- Demonstrate credible deterrent

Diplomatic
Economic

Information Warfare
Unconventional Warfare

Hybrid Warfare / Gray-Zone

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

MULTI-DOMAIN OPERATIONS SOLUTION
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UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

ConvergenceMulti-Domain FormationsCalibrated Force Posture

Forward Presence Forces

Expeditionary Capacity    

National-Level Capabilities

Authorities                         

Maximize Human Potential                

Any Sensor…

Any Shooter…

The rapid and continuous integration
of capabilities in all domains through:

 Miss ion  Command

 Cross-Domain Synergy
 Redundant  K i l l  Cha ins

Executing MDO requires changing how the Army: postures the force physically with increased 
authorities; organizes its formations; and employs its new capabilities and emerging technologies. 

Echelons Above Brigade Formations

Conduct Independent Maneuver       

Employ Cross-Domain Fires              

Any C2 Node…

In near-real time.
C2

TENETS OF MULTI-DOMAIN OPERATIONS
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UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

Ambitious, well-executed research and development is necessary to 
satisfy the aims of MDO and ensure the overmatch of the US Military 
in future conflicts. Ongoing research will also inform the development 
of future concepts, which will be updated regularly and in conjunction 
with Army researchers.

 Convergence (Research)
 HAT Alignment
 IGNITE
 Convergence (Concept)

“…enable ARL researchers to develop efforts aligned to MDO 
gaps, and express their work as MDO capabilities using the words 
Soldiers expect and understand.” 
- ARL Director’s Weekly Message on February 28, 2020

WHAT’S OUR ROLE?
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• Given the focus on Army impact within 
STRONG, what questions do you have for 
Army Officers with combat experience that are 
helping drive concepts around Maximizing 
Human Potential for the future Army?  

• What do you see as the critical elements of 
Army impact within the STRONG research 
program?  

• What are your ideas for leap-ahead, disruptive 
advancements critical for the future Army?

BREAKOUT DISCUSSION
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